ESPRIT EZ - NEW FINISH

GOLDEN MAPLE
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A Premium Finish for a Superior
Design
Over the past few years we have witnessed
a definite shift in consumer habits. We are
increasingly searching for products that make use
of more natural materials, products that ‘make
sense’ with the current conception of design and
awareness. This use of natural materials brings life
to our homes and convey a sense of sustainability.
Throughout the past 40 years, Triangle has
embodied this product philosophy by giving
preference to high quality materials in the
building of high-performance loudspeakers.
Triangle speakers are traditionally praised for their
strong unique identity and the ability to stand the
test of time.

A long-time bestseller of Triangle, the Esprit
EZ speaker line now sports a highly attractive
brown maple wood veneer finish, making use of a
natural satin finish coating to highlight the subtle
woodgrain.
This brown maple finish brings a combination
of modern aesthetics with a sense of traditional
craftsmanship to Triangle’s most famous product
range, replacing the previous walnut Vinyl finish.

Premium Finish with a Controlled
Price
A unique proposition in that price segment the
new Golden Maple veneer finish will be sold for
the entire Esprit Ez range at the same price as the
black or white high-gloss finishes.

by the end of January 2020 in Europe and
progressively in North America and Asia through
Triangle official distributors.

The Manufacture reassert its willingness of
offering High-end loudspeakers with a wellcontrolled price. This new finish will be released

The Gold Maple Finish will be
available on the following models:
- Australe Ez : 3 490 €
- Antal Ez : 2 190 €
- Comète Ez : 1 149 €
- Titus Ez : 790 €
- Voce Ez : 549 €

* Recommended Retail price including Taxes by Pair (Except Voce Ez)

About TRIANGLE

TRIANGLE has been designing, making and
assembling high quality speakers for over 40
years with one goal : to develop loudspeakers
that reproduce the core Emotion of music with
increasing precision and vitality.

The company maintains a long-lasting link with
craftsmanship, emphasizing the know-how of its
teams and a very high manufacturing requirement.
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facebook.com/trianglehifi
twitter.com/trianglehifi
instagram/trianglehifi

Attached to this press release is a marketing pack with packshot and lifestyle pictures in high
resolution. More materials are available in our marketing database :

www.triangle-marketing.com
We remain at your disposal for any additional information.
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